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Norfolk's new Stockpot is like a diner from an Edward Hopper painting — but with better food
May 10, 2019 Updated 40 min ago

Matthew Korfhage
Food writer

Matthew Korfhage is food writer for The Virginian-Pilot. For a decade, he wrote about restaurants, bars and beer in his
hometown of Portland, Oregon. He accepts Dungeness crab and Upright Brewing beer by mail.

matthew.korfhage@pilotonline.com

There is a perfect soup at the new downtown Norfolk Stockpot, but you

can’t always have it.

Like a lot of the best food, the strawberry gazpacho is seasonal, subject to

the whims of nature. That soup ($4.50 a cup) is available only in the the

spring, and it looks and tastes so much like strawberry, it fools you into

thinking the secret to the soup is strawberries.

But the real magic happens in the support team: the depth of a small burst

of tomato, the bitter brightness of cucumber, the acidity of red wine

vinegar and the viscous oomph of a little olive oil.
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The spot

The Stockpot, 215 E
Plume St., Norfolk

The vibe

Airy, bright, art deco
diner with modernist
angles and healthful,
tasy food showcasing
local and seasonal
ingredients  

Order this

IF YOU GO

Buy NowL. Todd Spencer/Staff

Pork Carnitas, crispy pork, herb aioli, sunny side up egg, cilantro, salsa fresca served at The Stockpot in Norfolk on May 8, 2019.
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It all combines to pull out a roundness of strawberry flavor that never

cloys, each batch attuned to the sweetness of the fruit used to make it. As

the strawberries change, so does the recipe. Where many gazpachos are

flat as wallpaper, this is a springtime soup that sings with the precise tune

of its season.

The new Norfolk location of the Virginia Beach brunch and lunch spot also

feels a little like springtime, with light pouring in from floor to ceiling

windows.

Chef Anne Galante has kept the menu much the same as the Virginia Beach

original, but the mood is a little different: airier and brighter, a little more

refined. It’s also perhaps less communal and festive than the Virginia

Beach location on a ramen night, where brewers slurp elbow to elbow

with off-shift chefs, and Instagramers take so many food shots the place

becomes a danger to the epileptic.

Galante and partner Patrick Edwards built their two-story space at 215 E.

Plume St. in Selden Market from scratch, and the hanging deco bulbs and

wraparound diner counter can make the white-counter space feel like a

cheery take on an Edward Hopper painting — an exposed-brick vision of

New York drawn from nostalgic memory.

Buy NowL. Todd Spencer/Staff

Strawberry Gazpacho, fresh strawberries, tomatoes, cucumber, fresh basil served at The

Stockpot in Norfolk, Virginia, 215 E Plume St #100, May 8, 2019.

Any of the toasts from
carnitas to avo to egg
salad, gazpacho,
breakfast meatloaf,
Turkish breakfast,
bloody mary bar on
weekends, shoyu ramen
on ramen nights

If you go

Hours: 

8 a.m. to 7 .pm.
Mondays to Fridays, 8
a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturdays,
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Sundays.
Ramen nights on
Wednesday till 8:30 p.m.

Food prices: Breakfast
and toasts, $7-$10.25;
soups, $4.25 (cup) to
$13.50 (quart); salads
and bowls, $10-$13.50

Drinks:  Beer, $5-$6.75;
cocktails, $8-12; wine,
$7-$12 by the glass; sake
$8 for imported high-
alcohol stuff.

Kid-friendly? Yup

Vegan/veg/gluten-
free: Plenty. At least one
vegan option for each
type of item on the
menu, whether vegan
cocounut soup or
avocado toast. Gluten-
free options include
most salads, including
zucchini "noodles"

Disabled-access? Yes. 

Reservations? No.

Parking: Street

Contact: www.stockpots
oups.com, 757-227-3337
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The Instagram-friendly carnitas and avocado toasts are here, and they are

formulated much the same way that draws brunch lines to the Vibe district

on weekends.

But in Norfolk, the bread is different: In Virginia Beach it comes from

Baker’s Crust, while here it comes from the wood-fired ovens at nearby

Chelsea Bakehouse — a little heartier perhaps from the wood fired ovens,

maybe a little crisper.

Those toasts highlight Galante’s skill at pulling a lot of flavor out of a small

number of excellent ingredients, often using laborious methods only

apparent when you taste them.

Her Berkshire pork shoulder on the carnitas toast ($9) is seasoned

overnight the same way Stockpot used to make its breakfast sausage, and

is given depth not using the funny parts of the pig — the way it’s typically

achieved in Mexico — but with the fatty skim from the chicken stock she

makes for her chicken noodle soup.

Then the pork hits the grill and crisps up to satisfying caramel, served atop

herb aioli.

If you blanch at paying $9 for “toast,” you can add a buck and make it a

sandwich — but you’ll be screwing up the balance of the dish. Do that

instead with the egg salad ($7.25 for toast, $8.25 for a sandwich), which

does well with the extra bread.

Pearl-sugar liege waffles are likewise delicious — satisfyingly crunchy

from crystals of sugar and sweet enough you can eat them straight.

They’re served singly for $4.50, like dessert for breakfast: Get your syrup

on the side, and apply only gently.

Other recent brunch highlights include a hearty corned beef hash (now off

the menu) and a “breakfast meatloaf” using biscuits as a binder for grass-

fed beef and house-made bacon.

The latter is deliciously fatty and not too salty, with a light gaminess that

gives the dish more character than meatloaf usually has to offer. And it is

topped with a sweet, spicy, savory “secret sauce” that Galante will

nonetheless describe to anyone who asks: It’s ketchup, honey and Dijon,

and it’s delicious.

Buy NowL. Todd Spencer/Staff

Interior photo of The Stockpot in Norfolk, Virginia, on 215 E Plume St #100, May 8, 2019.
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Cocktails and smoothies are up and down, with a chocolate banana

smoothie ($8) in particular a bit chalky. But the weekend bloody mary bar

is terrific — a day-spa version of the trashy brunch-house classic

with house-pickled watermelon radish and pearl onions and dill pickles,

house-baked bread sticks, and hearty hot sauce. It's a better and more

decadent class of booze buffet.

But though it's easy to eat here for months without ever tasting broth,

Stockpot is named after its soups. And indeed, each is prepared laboriously

slow and low and often overnight. Daily specials at the Norfolk location

come from sous chef Michelle Bui, including a recent earthy-spiced

chipotle soup that worked as a winter warmer on one of the final cold and

rainy days of spring.

Stockpot's ramen nights arrived in Norfolk in April — here it's Wednesday

— with the shop staying open till 8:30 p.m. to serve broths filled with

premium Sun Noodles from California.

Those noodles matter. No major supplier in America makes them better,

with just the right edge of alkaline toothsomeness and give.

What also matters is the care Stockpot takes making the perfectly half-

molten egg that rests in the broth on all five versions of ramen. Curing and

boiling and cooling each egg is a meticulous three-day process. Galante

insists that each egg be doused in hot broth to avoid the all-too common

irritation of a fridge-cold egg in hot soup.

The price tag is high, $16.50 for a bowl of noodles, but so is the labor used

to make it. From the multi-day preparation on the chicken and pork-stock

broth to to the house-pickled kimchi and ginger and radish, the ramen

preparation never stops at Stockpot even though the soup is served only

one night a week.

Although the ramen night is the exception, that night encapsulates the

essence of what Stockpot does: long and loving preparations of excellent

ingredients, spiced and herbed a bit idiosyncratically.

Buy NowL. Todd Spencer/Staff

Michelle Bui preparing the Pork Carnitas, crispy pork, herb aioli, sunny side up egg,

cilantro, salsa fresca served at The Stockpot in Norfolk, Virginia, 215 E Plume St #100, May 8, 2019.
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 Click to comment

The shoyu is the most straightforward, and for now it’s also my favorite —

an intense burst of salty soy flavor with an edge of ginger and the fatty

depths of Berkshire pork belly and shortrib. The spicy miso is close behind

it, with soft ferment and an intense burst of sweet-hot Korean gochujang.

The shio salt broth, the lightest of the traditional ramen flavors, was a bit

overwhelmed by its ginger on our visit, something that can also be true of

the restaurant’s everyday chicken soup.

Most soups served at Stockpot, in fact, tend to have at least one strong

accent of herb or spice.

But while spice is a wonderful thing, one wishes those long-cooked stocks

were sometimes given more room to breathe and show off their depth,

without being covered over by strong flavors. Yuzu shio ramen can be a

thing of heartening purity—and for that matter, so can a simple chicken

noodle soup.

At a place this gifted at showcasing its ingredients, it’s hard not to wish for

the chance to really taste the stock at Stockpot. When the central

ingredient is allowed to shine, as on that strawberry gazpacho, it's dang

near brilliant. 

Matthew Korfhage, 757-446-2318,  matthew.korfhage@pilotonline.com 
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